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1

CHAPTER I; INTRODITCTIOK
The general linear multistep method may be defined
by a difference equation of the form
(1-1) . 7ii=IIVn-l+*^[v<Vyn'+LV'Vi'yn-i>
i=l
i=l
where k is a fixed integer, k-2 (If k=l, (1,1) is called
a single step method.); a^ i=l, 2, . *
..

k and b^ i=0, 1,

k are real constants; ^~^n"^-l"^n-l"^n-2 ~ * * *

=

called the stepsize and is assumed constant

throughout. The method is called linear as the values y^_j^
and f

i=.0,l, . .

k appear in a linear fashion.

The differential equation to be numerically solved
by means of (1.1) is ,
(1.2)

y'=f(x,y), y(a)=yQ.

It is well known from the theory of ordinary differential
equations that if
(i) f(x,y) is a continuous function for a<x^b
and -«s<y<+«>o and
(ii) f(x,y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition with
respect to y
then for any real

Jq

, (1.2) possesses a unique solution

z(x) on the interval a,b
The linear multistep method given in (1.1) defines a
numerical algorithm which determines a sequence[y^ which
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may be used to approximate the solution function z(x) at
points

n=k, k+l, . , , when

y^* . .

y^^^^ are

initially specified. The accuracy of such an approximation
will be determined by the size of the discretization
error

z(x^) '— y^. This error will in general be a

function of n and h.
The first restriction

on (1=1) in order that

it be an acceptable method for approximating the solution
z(x) of (1.2) is that it be convergent.
Definition: The linear multistep method defined by
(1.1) is called convergent if the following statement is
true for all functions f(x,y) which satisfy conditions (i)
and (ii) above and all values y^. If z(x) denotes the
solution of the initial value problem (1.2) then lim y =. z(x)
h-»0 ^
holds for all x{ r

r 1 of the
and all solutions <y^S

difference equation (1.1} having starting values yj=yj(h)
satisfying lim y,(h)=yn j=0, 1, . . ., k-1.
h-^0 J
^
An intuitive interpretation may be helpful. Let x be
chosen in (a,^ and divide the interval [a^J^ into n equal
parts with n> k-1. Now choose h=(x-a)/n. By solving (1.1)
n-k+1 times ( as the first k values of y must be initially
specified) an approximation y^ of z(x) is obtained. The
definition above insures that for a convergent method y^ may
be made arbitrarily close to z(x) by choosing the stepsize

r

h sufficiently small, i.e.

must approach zero as the

stepsize h approaches zero.
In order to investigate the restrictions convergence
places on the method (1.1) it is convenient to define an
associated linear operator:
(1.3) Lj}s(V'

/A
= zCXg) -)
'1=1
i=l

For a sufficiently differentiable function z(x)
L[z(X^),^ ~CoZ(X^) 4- C]^hz((x^) 4- ... 4-

C^h^z^^^(x^)

where
Cq — 1 —)ai
-Ç
°i
î^i

î=i

(1.4):
k
k
c „ =(-l)9»l ViV 4- (-1)% yq>2.

A linear multistep method is defined to be of order p if
for the associated linear operator Cq=C^= . . . =.Cp=.0
bit Gp+i ^ 0.
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It is shown by Henrici (6) that if (1.1) is of order
p , then f o r à sufficiently differentiable function z i x )
k
(l.g) z(x^) = ^^i2(x^.i) 4- h[bQZ'(Xj^)
Ei=i
^
4-

1 +T(2c^)
n'

i=l
where T(x^) =

(x^)

T(x^) is

called the truncation error and is said'to be of order p-4-1.
Observe T(x^) =• 0 if z(x) is a polynomial of degree q,
where q^p. A truncation error is introduced each time (1.1)
is applied to find a value y^ from previously obtained values
^n-1' ^n-2' ' ' '' ^n-k*
The linear multistep method (1.1) is said to be
consistent provided it is of order q for q> 1.
In the multistep method (1.1) there are 2k+l constants
to be determined so by solving the equations 0^=. 0^=. * '*
= C2k+1 ~ ^ ®' MGthod of order 2k+l could be obtained.
However high order is not by itself sufficient to determine
— an acceptable method. High order reduces the truncation
error but it does not control the_propagated error, i.e. the
error introduced by using only approximate values in the
calculation of new values. The concept of zero stability
is introduced to control the propagated error.

Definition: The linear xmltistep method (1.1) is said
to be zero stable if the polynomial
k
1=1

has no root of absolute value larger than one and that the
roots of absolute value one are simple roots.
Observe that the polynomial a(r) is the characteristic
equation for the difference equation (l.l) when h ~ 0.
Results relating the concepts of convergence, order,
and zero stability have been established by Dahlquist (ij.)
and reported in Henrici (6):
Theorem (1.1): A necessary and sufficient condition for
the convergence of the linear multistep method (1.1) is
that the method be consistent and zero stable.
Theorem (1.2): The maximum order of a zero stable method
is kfl if k is odd and k+2 if k is even.
It is obvious how convergence requires a condition
of order on the multistep method but how the property of
zero stability,is related is perhaps not so apparent.
To examine this connection subtract (1.1) from
(1.^) to obtain

(1.6)

— z{x^) — 7^

1=1

1=1
+ ?(%%).

If h ~ 0 in (1.6) the difference equation becomes
A
(1-7)
1=1

Prom the theory of linear difference equations it is
known that if r^j^,

, . . , ry (ji<k) are the distinct

roots of the characteristic equation a(r) = 0 and if root
has multiplicity m^, then the general solution of (1.7)
is of the form
^11^1
(l 8 )

^jl^j

^12^1^

) Ht" • • .
4-Ai^r"n(nrl). . .(n-m^+2) 4-

Aj2^^n(n-1) 4- . . . -h

4rAj^ r^(n-l). . ,(n-mj+2)
j
where A^^ are arbitrary constants. Therefore from .the form
of the general solution it is clear that if a(r) has a root
Of magnitude greater than one the associated cor^onet of
the solution of (1.7) grows exponentially with n and if
a(r") has a root of magnitude one which is not a simple root
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the associated component of the solution of (1,7) grows
with n. In either ease

approaches infinity as n

approaches infinity so convergence cannot be achieved.
In practical situations however h may not be made
arbitrarily small and therefore the above theory is not
necessarily sufficient to describe the linear multistep
method (1.1).
To examine what happens to-E

when h ^ 0 define
-n-1

(1-9)
"^n-i

if \.i= 0
for i» 0,1, . . ,, k.
Using this definition (1.6) becomes

(1.10)

A

i=l

i=0

Consider now the case where T(x^) = T a constant and
gQ_i = g a constant i~0,l, . . .,k and s^(H), . .

8j^(H)

are distinct roots of the characteristic polynomial
(1.11)

I(r,H) =. a(r) — ïïb(r)

where
k k
a(r) = r^ - \ a^r^"^, b(r) ~
b^r^""^,. and H s hg.
i—1

1—0
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In this case the solution of (1.10) is
{1.12)-€j^=SA^(S3^(H))" 4= , , , 4where

4- T/I(1,H)

. • ** \are constants which satisfy the

initial conditions
s^(H))^ 4- * . . 4- Aj^(Sj^(H))^
where EjS=

T/I(1,H) 3~0,1, . .

k-1; i.e. A^, .

are determined by th# srpop in th@ initially specified
values yg, . ,

yjj._^.

It is intuitively obvious that for small values of H
I(r,Hj^a(r) and therefore the roots 8^(H), . . ., Sj^(H)
should be approximately equal to the roots r^, rg . .

r^

of a(r)~0. By the use of Rouche's theorem it may be shown
that for any €>0 there exists a ^>0 such that for
0-H-^r the equation I(r,H)=0 has exactly as many roots
in each of the disks(t-r^l^T i^l, . .

k as does the

equation a(r)=:0. Further if r^ is a root of multiplicity
m^ it can be shown to be the m^ different values of an
analytic function of H^^^i obtained by assigning to H^^^i
its m^ different values. It follows that if b(r^)àço
then these m^ roots are distinct for ÏÏ sufficiently small,
HisçO.
Thus letting s^(E)2%r^ 4- c^H 4- d^H^ 4- O(H^)
and substituting this into (1.11) it follows, by the
method of undetermined coefficients, that

9

(1.13) 8j^(H)—

4-

H
a"(r^)b (r^) _
2a,(p^

b(r^)b"(rj^)

H'
(a'fpi))'
-VO(H^).
If the ll8#ar sultistepmetfeod (1,1) im oeasiâtênt
then Cq^C^^ss-O, but observe Oq—O if, and only if,
^
r
\ a^ = a(l) ^0, and C^~0, if and only if
i=l
k

k
=• > b^. Next observe a'(l) =• k
E"'"E'
i-1,
i-0
k(l — y a^)
i=l
Thus

k-1
^ ia^ — ka^g 4i=l

k-1
(k-i)a^ —
1=1

ia» — Y iaj.
.i=l

k

= 0 if, and only if, a'(l) = b(l).
By these results, if r^ = 1,

s^(H) =. 1 H-

4- O(H^) = 1 4- H 4- 0(8^), the first
terms agreeing with the series expansion of eH. It is shown

in Henrici (6) that if method (1.1) is of order q then
s^CS) ~ e^ •+• 0(11^^^),
Thus if H =. hg>0 then s^(H)| > 1 and so the ei^or

will

grow exponentially with n. Keep in mind however that if
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g>0 then the solution itself is increasing with x and
relative accuracy may still be maintained if the error does
not grow more rapidly than the solution. It is now necessary
to define the concept of stability in more general terms.
Let I(r,H) be a polynomial in r of degree k. Assume
I{r,H) ~ 0 is the characteristic equation corresponding
to the difference equation (1.10) and

Sj^(H)

are the roots of I(r,H) = 0. The linear multistep method
(1.1) is said to be
(i) absolutely stable on an interval

if for

. H in (h^,hJ, |S^{H ) <1 i=l,2, . .

k and

the roots of absolute value one are simple roots,
(ii) relatively stable on an interval
any H in [H^,H J |S^{H) < s,(H)

if for
i=2, . .

where s^(H) = e^ + 0(H%+1). Observe in (i)

k

0 for if

0 then the root s^^H) has an absolute value larger
than one.
In the preceding analysis and in what follows it is
assumed that g^__^ i=-0,l, . . ., k as defined by (1.9) are
constant. Observe that if f(x,y) has a derivative with
respect to y, then by the mean value theorem
Sn-l =

4-1

between

and

y^_^. Thus in this case, if we assume g^_^ is constant,
we are assuming that ^ is constant over the region.
ay

I
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The purpose of making such an assumption is to have a
linear difference egjiation in€^>so that the theory for

^

such may be used to obtain a.general solution for
Thus .although the theory developed assuming g^^^ is constant
is not rigorously applicable to the general case, it does
provide considerable insight into the stability problems
which arise. For instance if &f(x,y) is approximately
constant over a region the true error would be approximated
very closely by the above analysis. By choosing h small
the size of the region can be restricted enough so that àf
is approximately constant ovea^-such a restricted region.
Also it is verified by experience that this type of assumption
yields"pertinent information as Regards the stability of
the method.
A common application of a linear multistep method
involves the use of a pair of difference equations. The
• first, called the predictor, is of the form
k
Cl.ll{.) y^ =

Vn-i
i-1

k
^y^V^^n-i'^n-i^'
i-1

The second, called the corrector, is of the form
tl.lS) 7n =•

Vn' +
i=l

i=l

'
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As commonly inç)lemented a first approximation of z(%^)
is obtained by.the use of an open formula (the predictor)
followed by an evaluation of the derivative corresponding
to this first approximation. This is followed by an
application of a closed formula (the corrector) to obtain
a new approximation to s(x^) and then the derivative is
evaluated with this new valus. îMa.lâst step may be
repeated m times leading to a class of algorithms which
are denoted as PE(CE)^ methods.
A variation of the- above Implementation of the
predictor and corrector equations is obtained by eliminating
the final derivative evaluation. This slight variation has
a pronounced effect on the discretization error

Such

a variation is denoted by P(EC)^,
In Chapter II the difference equation for the discret
ization error of a PE(CE)^ implementation is derived and
analyzed. In Chapter III a P(EC)^ is studied.
Next a generalization of the linear multistep method
(1.1) is introduced. The generalization is defined by a
difference equation of the form
k
(1.16) y^
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where 0<Q<1. Observe the generalization consists merely
of adding the extra term

to the right hand

side of (1.1). The purpose of making such a generalization
is that the method (1.16) may be convergent, zero stable,
and of order p, p2:k+3. This result has been established
in a paper by Stetter and Gragg (13), In fact Butcher (2)
has displayed methods of the form of (1.16) of order 2k+l
for k67 which are convergent and zero stable.
The practical use of method (l.l6) requires that
be estimated so that the extra term hb_|^^f(x^_^,y^_^)
may be evaluated. This may be done by the use of a predictor
equation of the form
A

(1.17) yj^_^ — y ^^i^n-i
i=l

V.^^n-i'^n-i^'
i=l

Also (l.l6) is, in general, an iiiplicit equation for y^ and
so a predictor equation to obtain a first estimate of y^ is
also required. Such a predictor may also take advantage of
the knowledge of
(1.18)

• It will be of the form
•+

i=l

k
4i-l

'

As for the linear multistep method (1.1) two implemen
tations of (I.l6) are possible. In each y^_^is predicted

111.

by (1.17) and

is evaluated for use in (1.17)

and (1.16). After an approximation 7^ is obtained by
(1.17),

is evaluated and then (1.16) is used to

obtain a value y° which is an approximation to z(x^). The
two implementations differ i n whether o r not^

I

s

evaluated. If f(x^,y°) is evaluated before moving to the
next step suoh a method will be called a generalized predictorcorrector method and denoted as a GPC method. If
is not evaluated the method will be called a simplified
generalized predictor-corrector method and will be denoted
as a StfPC method. Observe a G-PC method requires the evaluation
of f(x,y) 3 times for each forward step whereas a SG-PC method
requires 2 derivative evaluations.
In Chapter IV the difference equation satisfied by the
discretization error for a G-PC method is derived and analyzed
and 8GPC methods are discussed in Chapter V.
In Chapter VI various special cases of the above methods
are discussed and a comparison is made.

CHAPTER II: PB(CE)^ I4BTH0DS
In this chapter the difference equation satisfied by
(m)

the discretization error

for a PE(CE)^

implementation of the predictor and corrector equations will
ft

be derived.
It is assumed that the predictor equation given by
(2.1) 7^0) =
i=l

i=l

is of order p, pZ 1, and y^^| i='l,2, . .

k are previously

calculated values and are regarded as approximations to
s(x^_^), the true solution evaluated at x = x^_j^. Define
now

i~l, 2, . .

k. Thus for a

sufficiently differentiable function z{x)
k.
_k
k
(2.2)
J. ii-JL Jtl-J.
i^l

^

where T (x ) =
) 4- 0(h^"*'^).
p n
p+i
n
Similarly it is assumed that the corrector equation
k
.(5-1))
(2.3)
^ V^V^n
i=l
^
k
i=l
for j=- 1, 2, . .

m is of order q, q>l, so that for a

sufficiently differentiable function z(x)
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(2.1;) Zn

^iVi
1=1

+ y V^a-i'Vi'
1=1-

where T^(x^). =

4- 0(h^^^).

Subtracting (2.1) from (2.2) one obtains
(2.5)

5 Z„
n - "n

1=1

. k
i-1

— •

Subtracting (2.3) from (2.i|.) one obtains
(2.6)

- 7^^'
k
f(x„,Zj^)_f(x^,r^M))
i-1
k

\

for j =• 1, 2, . . ., m.
To study these equations further it is convenient to '
define
4-i =<

(3)

"n-i
0
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/

for j » 1, . . .«m 1"= 0, 1, . .
that
1, , .

k azld then to assxime

S» a constant for j - 1, . .

m and 1 = 0 ,

k. Thus (2.#) and (2.6) maybe written

(2.7)4=

+w
i=l

1=1

and

k
I
(Z-Sj -eÇ])
•n =. Vai4®i 4- h
1=1

4- T^(%^), j= 1, . . ., m.
1=1

in order to obtain the difference equation for •€(m)
n.
it is necessary to eliminate
from (2.8) for j = 1,
.*

m. Doing this one obtains the result
k
/m-1'
k
i-1

j=l

1=1

k
4- (hbog)=y(a* 4£^i

k
-h h)
i=i

(=Si)

where

m-1
(2.10) T<"'(x„) = lo'vy
m

+ (hbQg)'4p(%^).
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Observe from the form of (2.10) that in order for the
truncation error of the PE(CE)™ implementation to-be of the
same order as the truncation error for the corrector alone
it is necessary that p >(q — ml
Mext, asstiming

(x^) = T, a constant and defining

H = hg and 6=: Hb^, (2,9) may be written
k
(2.11)4°'='
Yj
5=0

i=i

i=l
The characteristic equation for the difference equation
in (2.11) is
m-l
k
(2.12)|0^(r,H) = r^ — (Vô^')^(a^ 4r Hb^)r^"^
3=0

i=l

-0=y(a%4.Eb^)rk-i

If s^(H), . ,

Sjj,(H) are distinct roots of p^(r,H)=>0,

from the theory of linear difference equations, the general
solution of (2.11) is
(2.13)

Ai(si(E))0^ 4- ... 4- Ajj.(sj^(H))^ 4- T/p"^(l,H)

where A^, . . ., A^ are constants which satisfy the initial
conditions
Ej •==• A^fs^CS))^ 4- ... 4- Aj^(sj^(H))^
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for J = 0, . . ,, k-1 where 2^=.-^ - T/p®^(l,H), i.e. the
constsaiUs

are determiaed by the error in the

initially specified values y-Q» 7^» • • •# yjc-i*
..

8^(5),

Sjj.(H) are not distinct, the form of the solution of

(2.11) as given in (2.13) must be modified to be in agreement
with the general form of (1.8).
Now observing

1 —

^
1 — 0

={
> Ç)'' the characteristic
/I
j=0

equation (2.12) may be written:
k
(2.14) (l-0)p^(P,H) = (l-0)r^ 4" (0°^-l)V(a^-t-Hb^)r^"^
i=l
k
-(1-0)0^V(a^4-Sb^)3?^"^.
i=l
The right hand side of (2.1I|.) is the characteristic
equation for the difference equation as given by Hull and
Creemer (7).
In order to further study the discretization error
ç^m)

apparent from (2.13) that the roots s^^H), . .

Sjj.(H) of p^(r,H) need to be examined. To do this it is
convenient to make the following,definitions;
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(i) a(r) =
i=l
k
(2.12)

(ix) b(r) =
- D/"
ï=Ô
(iii)

=•
1=1

(iv) b'"*(r) =
1=1

Using these definitions and adding in zero in the form
^m+l^k _ ^m+l^k équation (2.1i}.) may be written
(2.16) (l-0)p"^(r,H) - (1-Q^)[a(r) - Hb(r)]
+0^(1-0)|a"(r) - Hb'"(r)].
Observe from (2.16) that, assuming

0j~ jEb^j -^1,

(2.17) 11m (l-0)i(f(r,H) = a(r) - Hb(r) = I(r,H).
m-»oo
The reader will recall from Chapter I that the right hand
side of (2.17) Is the. characteristic equation (1.11) for
the linear multlstep method (1.1) when h4 0. Thus the •
error analysis of the PE(CE) method is the same as that for
the linear multlstep method (1.1), The reason for such is
that assuming the corrector has converged, i.e. y^^^ =
the corrector equation (2.3) and the linear multlstep method
(1.1) are identical. Under the assmption that the corrector
is iterated to convergence the predictor serves merely to
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fumish a starting value for the iterations. Thus I(r,H)=0
will be referred to as the oh&raeteriatio eq^iation of the
iterated corrector. Prom (2.1?) it follows that the roots
of p^(r,H:)=0 will approach the roots of I(r;B)==0 as m
approaches infinity.
To examine the relationship between these two sets of
roots observe from (2,16) êSd (2.17) that
(2.18) lim (l-ô)p^(r,H) = a(r) = limI(r,H).
•H-^0

~

H-^0

Let (i) r^,

, r^. be the k distinct roots of

a(r) = 0; (ii) s^(H), SgfH), . .

Sj^(H) be the k roots

of I(r,H) =. 0; and (iii) t^^^, t^^\ . .

t^^^ be the

k roots of p^(r,H) =• 0* Prom (2.18) it follows that for
H 'sufficiently small
(2.19)

^ ^i

^il^

°i2^^ + . . .

(ii) t^^)(H) — r^ 4- dj_]_E + d^^H^ 4- . . .
for i = 1, 2, . . ., k. Thus
(2.20)

t(^)(H) = s^(H) 4- e^^H 4-

where e^^ = ^ij"°ij

4- . . .

...,k js=l,2,3.

In order to solve for e^^ in terms of the predictor and
corrector coefficients let the root ti®^^(H)='S.(H)4-e'.H^ 41

0(H^+^) where

i

J

1. Substituting this into the character

istic equation p^(r,H) = 0 and grouping terms in powers
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of H one obtains the equation
^(tî®^H)=.0= a'{s^(H))ôJ

4- a*(si(H)).Hb*(Si(H))

Equating coefficients of like powers of H results in

(2.21)

0

if j< m

ej =<;
.

if ]
.m.

J

a (s^(H))
By the use of (2.19i) and Taylor series
a'''(s^(H))

a*(ri)

a (s^(H))

a (r\)

4- 0(H).

Thus from (2.21) and (2.20) one obtains the result
(2.22) t^"'tH)~ Sj^(H) +'•-b"a"(r,) H» 4- 0(^+1)
a (r^) -I
for 1=1, 2, . . ., k.
The two most widely used PE(CE)^ in^ilementations are
with m =•<» and m = 1. The analysis above with m =
coincides with the assumption that the iterated correctorhas converged, i.e. y^^ =•

—

In practice the corrector

is assumed to have converged provided that yta). yta-l)j<g.
where .§ is some predetermined tolerance. Observe from (2.17)
and from (2.22) that if m = co the error is determined by the
corrector equation. However since the evaluation of the
derivative function f(z,y) is commonly the dominating factor
in computation time for computer applications of predictorcorrector techniques, it may not be feasible to iterate the
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corrector to convergence. Under this assumption the case
m = 1 is most coœmonly used^ From (2.22) it is apparent that
for m B3 1 the predictor as well as the corrector influences
the discretization error

.
• n
If m = 1, using the expansion of s^(H) as given by (1.13.)

in equation (2.22), one obtains
»!+ âCp^) E

(2.23)

-d (r^)a"(r^)
+ d(r^)d'(r^) + bQa«(r^)b''*(r^)
2a*(r^)
H'
(a'(Pi))2
0(H3)

where d(r^) = b(r^) - bQa'"''(r^), i = 1, . . ., k.
In determining whether

will grow or decay as n

approaches OQ it is the absolute values of the roots tj^^^(H)
that.are important.

Letting r^

in (2.23) it

follows that for H sufficiently small .
(2.21].)

t^l)(H) = Pj + A.,H +

+ O(H^)

where
A. =s Re
J

a'()Oje^")J
Img e-^^d(p,e^^)
B.^ R©
J

L a'(P;je^") J

21^

with'^CpjO^^) being the coefficient of

in (2.23).

A convenient device for studying the stability proper
ties of a predictor-corrector method or for coioparing various
methods is a root-locus plot for the method. In a root-locus
plot the absolute values of the roots
i = 1, . .

of p^(r,H) = 0

k are plotted as functions of H. Prom such a

graph the intervals of absolute and relative stability are
easily seen,

.

In Appendix A root-locus plots are made for sevrai
commonly used PE(CE)^ implementations with various values of
m to illustrate the effect of iterating the corrector.
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CHAPTER III: P(ECMETHODS •
In this chapter the difference equation satisfied by
the discretization errory^^ for a P(BC)^
iirrplementation of the predictor and corrector equations
is derived and analysed.
It is assumed that the predictor equation given by '
(3.1) 5-1°'=

'n

i-1 •.
is of order p and

i-1
and

i = 1, 2, . . ,, 2k are

previously calculated values and are regarded as approxima
tions to

= z(x^_j^) i =. 0, 1, . .

2k so that for a

sufficiently differentiable function z(x)

..

»

(3.2) z^=^a^z^_^+ h^b^f(x^_i,z^_i) + Tp(x^)

i-1

i=l

where Tp(x^) =

(x^) 4. 0(h^"^^),

Similarly it is assumed that the corrector equation
(3.3)

^vÂ-i + ^

i-1 •

+

^
f 3 ^ I f , , ,f

i=l
is of order q so that for a sufficiently differentiable
function z(x)

26

V""

V""

i^i

^

1=1

where Ïq(Xj^)=-

(x^)+ 0(h^^^).

How definey^3j=
for j = 0,.,.,rai=- 0,1,...,2k so that .subtracting (3.I) from

(3,2) and (3.3) from (3»i|.) one
k

k

i=l

1=1

obtains

(3.5)•€'•"'

and

k
i'si
k
i-1

for j = 1,2,...,m.
Now define
f^'Vl''n-l'- J'^-x'yn-1)
IZUT
n-i

Xj)^ 0

=.
if •£^3*^
n-i
and then assume that

,(J)

= S# & constant, for i = 0,...,2k

and j = l,.,.,m. With this (3.^)and (3.6) may be written as
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(3.7)€iO> =

+ Tg(%^)
1=1

1=1

and
k
(3.8)
1=1

^

1=1

for j =5 1,...,m.
Next, defining H = hg and Qa^ Hb^ = hghg, by eliminating
from (3,8) one obtains
i irl
(3.9) -e^^'
\ 0® aj^+ 0^a^" ^(m)
n-i
n

i-1

s=0

+ E) 1)0° bj+

+ T'^'(X^)

1-1 s-0
j-1
(3.10) T'3)(:^)= T^(x^)\ Q= 4-a\(Xn). j<m.
"Where

s=(

In order to obtain a difference equation for
necessary to eliminate the term
from equation (3.9) %hen j = m.
For Rotational purposes define
m-2
a.
ii

(3.11)

= VqS + ^-hi
8=0

'

m-2
=Yq\ +

s~0

it is now

1 =" 1,2,...,k

28

m-2
where \ 0® « 0 if m s i; i = i,,,,,35, How observa that
B
8=0

m-1
(3.12) eSj^ + b^ = y0\+ eX'
8=0

the coefficient 0:^

in equation (3,9) tfhen J =• m,

Using the definitions from (3*11) in (3.9) with j = m-1
one has

^

(3.13)
ï=l

i^

Next observe that equation (3.8) with j = m may be
written as

=•

f-.-Si- •f'ii":"-'.K>-

61

i=i

^ Replacing n by n-j in (3.13) and (3.11|.) it follows that

j=i

[5=1
ls_j
j=li=l

+
C...I

3=1

k , Jji
j=ïi-l
'Vj'- ®3®o'=a-3i
— -
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k k
Next using (3.12) and' \
u 1
j=li=l

(m-1) =

\

(3.121 may be written
k ,m-l

.

o

k
Y'i^i

nr®'

j=i:8=0

M
k k

'—IT 1
j=ii=l

JK
Vo'Vj)
S
Using (3.16) in (3.9) with. 5 = m one has the difference
equation
k r m-1

(3.17)€i»'=^ Y é H ^ ^ 4 4-1 + ^Vh^l
i=l

i-1^ 3=0
k k

+H\ )
Il
1

(m)

i=lj=l
k

+H

- Vc'Vl)]
i^

Wow using the definitions of

and 5^ as given in

(3.11) one obtains the difference equation for the discretization error (m) for the P(EC)^ implementation;
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iTXl -'Z

\ K

(3.18) €« =
8-0

^

'1=1

, k

-M-L IN

i-1
k k
~i

D

i',

, \
i', (m)

where
(3.19) T„=

^[bjTp(x„.^) - b]l,(x„.j)]
j=l
m-1
+ i'o'Vyô°+ e%<V

/—I
8—0

m-2
rith ^0®
i: m = 1.
with
0'' = 0 if
8=0

Observe from (3.19) that in order for T^, the truncation
error for the P(SG)^ implementation, to be of the same order
as the truncation error for the corrector alone,

it

is necessary that the order of the predictor, p, satisfy the
inequality p > q-m, where q is the order of the corrector
and m is the number of times the corrector equation is used.
The characteristic equation for the difference equation
in (3.18) is
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m-1

k
Hb^)r2k-i

(3.20) P^(r,H)=
s=0 1=1
k

j 4. ôa^ 4- HbY)r^"'^

l=lj=l
Consider now the case where
U|j^(H), . .

'

= T, a constant, and

are distinct roots of P^(r,H) = 0.

From the theory of linear difference equations the solution
of (3.18) may be written
(3.21)

. . .+ A2jjtu2ic(® j''+ T/P"(1,H)

where A^, , .

are constants which satisfy the initial

conditions E^. = A^(u^(H))^"-v- . . .4Ej=

where

- T/P"^(1,H) for j = 0,l,...,2k-l. If the roots

u^(H), . . ., Ug^dl) are not distinct the form of (3.21)
must be modified to be in agreement with the general form
of (1.8).
In order to examine the roots of P®^(r,H) = 0 define
k
k
(i) a(r) = r^ a^r^"^, (ii) b(r) =
b^r^"^,
/--I
/_i
(3.22)
k
_k.
(iii) a^'(r) = r^
a^'r^"^, (iv) b'""(r) =
b'^r^"^.
M - -

Wi
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By the use of these definitions and considerable
algebraic manipulation the characteristic equation (3,20)
may be written in the form

(3.23) (l-e)P^(r,H) = (l-ô^)r^[a(r)- Hb(rj]
-ô^''^Cl-ô)H[a(r)b'"(r) - a^(r)b(rï].
Observe from (3,23) that, asgtMiiïiS |6|- jHbQ|<l,
(3.24) lim (l-0)P^(r,H) = r^(a(r) - Hb(r)l = r^(r,H)
where I(r,H) is the characteristic equation for the iterated
corrector. Prom this it follows that as

k roots of

P™(r,H) — 0 approach zero and k roots approach the roots of
I(r,H)= 0. Since for H sufficiently small the roots which'
are approaching zero will have small absolute values, it
follows that the error

will be essentially determined

by those roots of P^(r,H)= 0 which are approaching the
non-zero roots of the iterated corrector.
Consider now the case where r^, . . ., r^ (j6k) are
the simple non-zero roots of a(r) — 0; s^(H), . . ., Sj(H)
are the corresponding roots of I(r,H)~ 0; and uj^^^(H),
Ug^^(H), . . ., Uj™^(H) are the corresponding roots of
P°^(r,H) =0. In order to examine the manner in which these
roots are related observe from (3.23) and (3.2lj.) that
(3.22) lim (l-6)p'^(r,H) = r^a(r) = limr^(r,H).
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Prom this it follows that for H sxifficiently small,
assmdng a .suiMblô ordsring,
s^(H) — r4-

4-

+ f ..

(3.26)
r, 4. d„H4- d.pH^-f . .

ii j

so that
(3,27)

i ^ j, s = 1,2,.
xs
xs
xs
In' order to solve for e^^ in terms of the coefficients

"Where e.„ = d.„ - c. „

of the predictor and corrector equations it is convenient
to let U!^^H)= S^(H)4- ë^SH^+

iij, s>l. By

the method of "undetermined coefficients it is determined that
s <m.
64I S« = < -b^"-'b(s^(H))
vi'i-l
a"'(s^(H))

s = m, i^ j.

(s^(H))^a'(s^(H))
By the us© of (3.2^i) and Taylor series it follows that

Using this information in (3.2?) one obtains the result

(3.28) u^^)(H) - s^(H) 4.

-bg-H(ri)a'"'(ri)
L. (2?^)^a»(r^)

for i <j.
If m= 1, using the expansion of s^(H) as given in (1.13)
it follows from (3.28) that

3k

(3.29)

(H)

37^^

f(ri)

. k"

H

+ f(3?^)(a'(r^)b''^rjj^)+f «(r^l

+r
(r^ a'(r^))^
+ P(H^)

3.

Where f(r) » b(r)

1J Ej t • t J J

r^ - a'^'tr)

In determining the effect of the root

(1)(H) on the

error "6^^^
it is the absolute value of the root which is of
n
interest. Letting r = p e^^ in equation (3.29) it follows
that
(3.30) u^^)(E)- jO + kE^ B 2^4- O(H^)
where

f-i(k+l)w J.^p giW)
55 Re(
i_
f..

and
Img

1W\
+ Re 1 e-"'a^(p^sn
2ft

where Og^r^) is the coefficient of H in equation (3.29).
In Appendix A root-locus plots are made for several
coBHttonly used predictor-corrector methods with a P(EC)^
implementation using various values of m to illustrate the
effect of iterating.the corrector.
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CHAPTER IV: &PC METHODS
In this chapter the difference e.quation satisfied by
the discretization error for a generalized predictorcorrector method is derived.,
However before starting such a derivation the concept
of order for a generalized method will be examined.
A difference eq^iation of the form
k
k
• (4.1)
^VÂ-i+
i=l
i=l
is said to be of order s provided that the associated differ
ence operator

^

^

= ®'==£i.e' -|T
^i=l

i=l

- Co^(Xn)+C^hz«(Xn)+c|h^z"(Xn)+ . . .
4. . . .
is such that 0®=- C® = . . . = 0®= 0 but

0. Using

Taylor series to expand L|z(x^_^g),:^ it follows that

°o

(i|..2)

1 - ^4
i=l
k
k
C® = -04- ^ iA^ - ^ 'b^
i-1

i%l
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k

k

\

6

0* =

i=l
ql

4- 1=1-

/ , q>2.

(q-i)i

Observe from (ij..2) that as 0^ 0 c|, !>

is different from

the corresponding coefficient for the difference operator
associated with the linear multistep method (1,1).
Thus if

is of order s it follows that for a

sufficiently differentiable function z(x), with z(x^-th)
defined to be
k
(4-3) ^n-e =
i=l

0 5t£k, that
k
'n-i + ®a<=Si'
i=l

where
a.W TaU„)=

+ 0(h:*2)).

Similarly a difference equation of the form
k
_
i=l

1)
i=l
is said to be of order q provided that the associated
difference operator

^^

I.

^
+ h b-i^A-a+ b

'i=l

37

4. . . . 4.
is- suc3a that

—

4. . . ,

— 0^= 0 but

0. ïïsing

Taylor series to expand L z(%^)^]i it follows that
^0 - ^
i=l
^-1 *"^0

-É'
i=l

• £ '

(4.6)

:

|-f.\

b.i0
i=l

Oq= (-l)S_fet

qi

>, q>2.

. (q-l)'

Thus if (Ij..^) is of order q it follows that for a
sufficiently differentiable function z(x)
k
p
k
(lt.7)

^

V

i=l

n

-

i

V

A

*

i=l

where
(4.8) I^(zJ =

+ 0(h1*^).

For the GPC method to be analyzed let y^_^ be predicted
by equation (l+.l) and let y^^ be obtained by the equation

i=l

i=l

which is of the form of equation (ij,.^). If (i{..9) is of order
p then for a sufficiently differentiable function z(x)
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(4.10)

-V
1=1

w

Where
(4.11) a?p(x^) Defining
"^-i "

= z(%^) - y^P\ and
" y^2i ^ ~ 0,1,...,k it follows by subtracting

(4.1), from (4.3), (4*9) from (i|..10), and (4.5) from (4.6)
that
k

k

(4.12)

+ ^T^^ilf(^-I'^n-i^'^^^n-i'^n-iO
1=1

1=1

+ V^n^'
(4.13)

^ ^!l&^Ve'Vô^ •
1=1

h^bf[f(x^_i,z^_i)- f(x^_i,y^°))|
1=1

and
(4-14)<1°' =

^
1=1

" ^'Vô'Veïl

'-

'^olî'VV -

k
y ^i[^(Vi'Vi' - ^•'Vi'yâ-i']
1-1
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Defining
^'Va''n-a' - ^'=Si.8'yn-a'
^n-Q"
•n-ô
«n-a = 0
f'Cyzp) - îi=^.7^h
e'=<
^(p5
n
0

Jc) I
®n-i =<

- ^<Vl 'yn-i'

TrïT
A-i

if

j, 0

If

s0

if 4°)if 0

Jf ^(c)= 0
" n-i
one may write equations (ij..l2), (ij..l3) and (i]..!!).) as
k
k
(4.1^)"^n-e"^ ^i"^-i"^ ^^®i®n-i"^-i
i=l
i=l
k

(4.16)

»

+h
i=l

^

i=l

and
(4.17)4»'=

h

i=l

b,g(P'4P)

^
(c)

i •^WEliminating

i-1
:(P)
and 4^^ from (if..17) by the use of (i|..l5)

and (ij..l6) one obtains the difference equation for the

ko
discretization error for a generalized predictor-corrector
method:
(It.lS)

+h

+ t-lAiSn-a +

i-ll

+h3[bob»iBi4p'g„.g42llp-i
where

(4.19) T„(ûc„) =

+ '=o4^''^p'==ai]
+ h |bQb_]^g^P^g^_gIg(Zg)].

Observe from (i|..19) that in order to have the truncation
error

for the GPC method to be of the same order as

the truncation error T^(x^) for the generalized corrector
alone it is necessary that

and Tp(x^) each be at

least of order t, t>q-l.
Consider now the case where gZl""Q = g^^^
XI =: g^°]
H"*i = g,
a constant, for i = 0,1,...,k and
= T, a constant.
Defining H = hg, (i|..l8) may be written
(lt.20)

k f '
= y Ai 4- H[bj + b.^A^ + bgaf]
i=li
+
-+

+ bgbt^Aj^ + bgbfl
+ T.

in

The characteristic equation corresponding to this
difference equation is
k I
(ij..21) &(r,H)= r^ - y

H|b. +

b^a*]

i=l^
4-

If

4. b^bt^A^ 4. b^g

s^XH) are distinct roots of G(r,H) = 0,

from the theory of linear difference equations, the solution
of (if..20) may be written
(4.22)

= A^(S^(H))^-h . . . + Aj^(Sjj.(H))^+ T/G(1,H)

where A^, . . ., A^ are constants which satisfy the initial •
conditions
= Ai(s^(H))J + . . . + A%X8%(K))j
where Ej=-€j — T/G(l,H) for j = 0,1,...,k-1. If s^(H), ... ,
Sj^(H) are not distinct the form of (4.22) imist be modified
to be in agreement with the general form of (1,8).
In order to examine the behavior of the roots s-j_'(H),
82(H), ... , Sjj,(H) of G(r,H) = 0 define
k
(i) a(r) = r^ - > a^r^"^
(4.23)

-E

• W

k^
(ii) C^(r) = \ (b^ + b_^A^ + bQa2')r^"^
. ' i=l
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k
(iii) CgCr) =.

bqb^)r'
i=l
^

(iv) Cjfr)=

.V.

k-i

i=l
so that (4*21) becomes
(4.24) G(3?,H) - a(r)- HC^(r)- H^C^Cr)- H^O,(r).
Observe from this that lim G-(r,H) = a(r), so that if
H^O
r^, ... , r^ are the roots of a(r) - 0, assuming a suitable
ordering and H sufficiently small,
(Ij..25) s^(H) = r.-V d^^H +

d^^H^ 4- ... i = 1,...

If, r^, ... , r^ vsk are the simple roots of a(r) =• 0 it
follows by the method of undetermined coefficients that

•^32 =
a.(rj)

(k.26)

_ Oj(rj)+
^33 =
'^31^32^ (Pj)

When j 6T.
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It follows from the work by Stetter and Gragg (13)
that for H suffioiently small the root 3^(H) approaching
r-j^ S 1 is of the form
s^(H) = e^ 4. O(H^).
The'GPC method is zero stable, relatively stable or
absolutely stable provided that G-(r,H) satisfies the defini
tions of suoh as given in the introduotioa.
In Appendix B root-locus plots are made for some CrPC
methods.
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CHAPTER V: S&PC METHODS
In this chapter the difference equation satisfied by
the discretization error for a sii^lified generalized
predictor-corrector (SGPC) method is derived.
Assume that a value of
k
k

is predicted by the formula

(3-1) Vs^ yVa-i + hV
i=l
which is of order s, so that for a sufficiently differentiable function z(x)
JK
k^

K.

JL
i^

H—J.

KJ

i^

where
(5.3) Ta(Xjj) = 0®^j^li=*lz(=*l'(x^) + 0(h=*2).

Note that (2^1) is the same as (ij..l) except that the
function f(x,y) on the right side is evaluated at the point
(Wn?i'Next assume that a first approximation to z^ is obtained
by the use of the difference equation
-1
(s.w 7^®'=

^
k
i=l

which is of order p, so that for a sufficiently differentiable function 2{x)
(5.5)

=

h b!iVç,->-

i=l

i=l

where
(5.6) Ip(V

Now assume that the final approximation to

is ob

tained by the use of the generalized corrector
k
(5.7)

=y
*I'

/—J
.i=l
which,is of order q, so that for a sufficiently differentiable function 2(x)
k
(5.8) zh ~ y^^i^n-i

k
^-iVe"^ Vn-^-VVn-i

i=l

i=l

where
(5.9) I^(%J =

Defining

+ 0(h1*2).

= Va"

^-i = Vi" 4!i

for X = 0,1,...,2k it follows by subtracting (5.1) from (5.2), (5.if.) from (5.5), and (5.7) from
(5.8) that

11.6

1=1

W

+ ®e(V'
(S.ll) €^P' =

^''ll&'Vs'Ve'-•^'''n-6'yn-âi]
i=l

k
1-1

* W'

and
(5.12) <•=)=

^h

"-it*Va'Va'- ^'Ve'Vail

i=l

-^y^i^'Vi'Vi' - ^'Vi'4-i']
1=0

Now defining
^'Va-Va'- ^'Ve'Va' ..
" Ve^ 0
-n-a
v@= °
'^'Vi'Vi'- ^'Vi'^i-i'"4-i^ 0
ilpT
4!i =
^-i
if

= o
%t:i =

k-7
for i = 0,1,...,2k equations (5.10), (5.11), and (5.12) way
bé written as
(5.13) Ve =P
^
i=l

W'
i=l

k
(5.14)4^'=
i=l

+ h ^"-lSn-6-«a-a + V *>14.-14-1
i=l

and
(s.is)

= 2«i4:l+ï"
i=l
^

+2^i4!l4!l
i=0 .

+ W-

By eliminating

from (5.1i{.) by the use of (5.13) it

follows that

(5.16)

k
=y(4 +hg^_yiAi)4îl
i=l

i=l
where
(5.17) Tj= Ip(;c„)
.
h^_^b:^Tg(x^).

By eliminating
(5.13) and

and

(5.16) it follows that

from (5.15) by the use of
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+h

(S.18)4°'

4. h' Sn^'sn-a^'o^Vl
4- h'

4!i +<
where
(S.Ï9) T°= T,u^)4. hD^_^b_^T^(x^)+S^P)boTp(:c^)|

In order to obtain the difference equation for the
discretization error • s for a SG-PC method it is now
necessary to eliminate the terms
i = !>...,k from
equation (^.l8).
Consider now the case where g_ _ = gj,^] =, g, a constant
ii"*v3
n~x
for i = 0,1,...,2k. For notational piirposes define
y.

(i) H = hg
(2.20)

(ii) C. = a? -v-Hb%A.
-r-i
(iii)

= Hb'2'+ H V'^B^

(iv) El =

+ %[b_iAi + bgafl + BfbobtiAi

. Cv) ?! = Bbi +

4. bgbg + H^bobf^B^

for i = 1,2,...,k. With these definitions (^.16) and (5*l8)
may be written as

il.9

(S.21)

k
=y
i=l

and

*yh4u +4
1=1

k

k

(5.23) 4"' =

+£?i4-l
1=1

1=1

If one now uses equation (5.21) with n replaced by n-i in
equation (5.22) it follows that
(5.23)

1=1

1=1 J=1

J}}

+

j=l

+41=1

1=1

Next observe from equation (5.22) with n replaced by n-j that

1=1

1=1

Using this in equation (5.23) it follows that
k
k k
(5.24)-6<°' =
.1=1

1=1 5=1
k

+T'vLi- v:-i)
1=1

Observe that the terms

do not appear in (5.21;.).

Replacing C^, D^, E^, and

1 = l,...,k by their defi

nitions as given in (5.20) and performing considerable
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algebraic manipulation of terms, it follows that the differ©nee equation for tiiQ discretization error in a SGPG method
is
k j(5.2S)

4.

4. bo4 + b*)

i=l

+H2[b.^(Ai-bVi)
j i J i ' +blVbiA -a^Bj
, 4- ^n
T.
h-i-j
where
(5.26)

4. T@(%n)[Hb_^ + hV!I]+ ïpt^lW

+£fe'Vi'
[-< -HV-'A]
isl\

Observe from (2.26) that in order for the truncation error
of the SG-PC method to be of the same order as the trun
cation error Tix)for the generalized corrector it is

0 n

necessary that each of
t > q-1.

'

and Tp(x^) be of order t,

$1
The characteristic equation for the difference equation
(5.25) is
k —
(5.27) 8G(r,H)==

-1* ''0®-! *''tl
i=l.2k-i

i=l j:!*.2k-i-j
If 8^(H), . , . , Sj^(H) are distinct roots of S&(r,H)=0
then by the theory of linear difference equations the solu
tion of (5.25), assuming T^= T, a constant, may bô written
(5.28)

A^(s^(H))^-v . . . + A2j^(s2JJ.(H))^-i-a?/SG(l,H)

where A^, . . . , A^^ are constants which satisfy the initial
conditions
E^. = AI ( S I (H))^*+ . . . + A2jjj.(S2JJ.(H))J*
where E. — -E — T/SG(1,H) for j = 0,1,...,2k:-l. If the roots
J

J

of SG(r,H) = 0 are not distinct the form of (5.28) rmst be
modified slightly in order to be in agreement with the
general form of (1.8).
In order to study the behavior of the roots of
SG-(r,H) =• 0 it is convenient to define the polynomials

^2

k
(i) a(r) =•
1=1

fn.
(ii) C^(r) = ^(b.iA

+b^)r2k-i

i=l
k
(5.29)

k

(fi1=1 j=l
J A'»>•»> I

(111) Cg(r) =. V(^VcAl

b_i(a|Bi -bpLi)
1=1 j=l
+ b2l(tiAj - a^Bj)

,2k-i-j

so that the characteristic equation (5.27) may be written
(2.30) 8G(r,H) = r\(r)- HC^(r) - E^C^iv).
Observe from (5-30) that lim SG(r,H) = r^a(r). From
S»0
this it follows that as H approaches zero k roots of
SG(r,H) = 0 approach zero and k roots approach the k roots
r^, . . . , r^ of a(r) = 0. Thus for H sufficiently small
the error

for the SGPC method will be essentially

determined by those roots of SG(r,H) which are approaching
the non-zero roots of a(r)= 0,
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If

... ,

(t6k) are the simple non-zero roots

of a(r) = 0 and s^(H), , , , , s^(H) are the correspoadiag
roots of SG-(r,H) — 0 it follows from the above and the
method of undetermined coefficients that
(5.31) s^(H) = r^ 4- d^^H + d^^H^ + O(H^)
where

a'(i-l)
di2=:

+ Cgtri)

a"(r^)

for i 6t.
It follows from the work by Stetter and Gragg (13) that
for ÏÏ sufficiently small the root s^(H) approaching r^ s 1
is of the form
s^(H) = e^ + 0(H%).
The SGPC method is zero stable, absolutely stable, or
relatively stable provided SG-(r,H) satisfies the definitions
for such as given in the introduction.
In Appendix B root-locus plots are made for some SGPC
methods.

CHAPTER VI: COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The first point to be considered in this chapter is
that neither a PE(OE)^ or a P(EC)^ implementation is
necessarily more stable (in the sense of possessing a
larger region of stability) than the other. To show this
consider now methods which use the predictor formula
(6.1)

= (1 - a'l -

+ a|y„.2 +

+ h Ita* -+ ga| + 23j f (
12
+ f l 6 a 3 4- Sag - 1 6
12

S:4+ glf(v3,y^.3)
12
#

which is of order 3 for arbitrary a^ and ay and the
corrector formula
(6.2) y^°'= y„.i- 7„.2 +2n.3 +
+ 7f(x^.l,y^.l) +7fCV2'yn-2>
+ Sf(V3'V3']
which is of order i|..
The roots of a(r)^ 0, for this method a(r) = r^— r^
4-r - 1, are 1, + i, - i. The stability of either iitgplementation will be determined by the manner in which the
roots of the characteristic equation for the respective
difference equations approach these roots of a(r) = 0 as

as H approaches zero. Let (i) s^(H) be the root approaching
1 as H approaches zero, (ii) SgCH) be the root approaching
-hi, and (iii) s^fH) be the root approaching — i. As
shown by Henrici (6),'for H sufficiently small, s^(H)•=
e^^ + O(H^) for either implementation. By the use of equation

(2.2J4.) it follows that for a PE(GE) implementation, assuming
H is sufficiently small,

(6.3)

= 1 + - 7 4. 5a3 H 4- O(H^)

I

5Ç

By the use of equation

i=

2, 3.

"

(3.30) it follows that for

a P(EC)

implementation, assuming ÏÏ is sufficiently small.
(6.4) 81(E) = 1-4-

a. H 4- O(H^)

i = 2, 3.

12
ii-

Choosing ag — + 12 and a^ = - 5 it follows that the
PE(CE) implementation has no region of absolute stability
whereas the P(EC) implementation does possess a region of
absolute stability. For a root-locus plot of the PE(CE)
implementation see Figure 1 and for the root-locus plot
for a P(EC) implementation see Figure 2. In these and all
following figures magnitudes only are plotted. A circle
will indicate a positive root, a square a negative root,
and a triangle indicates a complex pair.
On the other hand if one chooses a^ = —12 and a^ =

-v-5

it follows that the P(EC) implementation has no region of
absolute stability whereas a PE(CE) implementation does.
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Figure 1, PE(CE)

Figure 2. P(EC)

$7
For a root-locus plot of the PE(CE) iniplementation see
Figure 3 and for the P(EC) inçjlementation see Figure It.,
In a recent paper F. T, Krogh (11) states "The author
has additional evidence that

algorithms are less

stable than PE(CE)'^ ones. It is planned to discuss this
matter further in a later paper . . .

To show that this

statement is not in general true rtoall from th© analysis
in Chapter II and Chapter III that the simple non-zero roots
of the characteristic equation for either a P(EC)^ or a
PE(CB)^ implementation agree with the roots of the iterated
corrector to 0(1^*^) (see equation (2.22) and equation (3.28)).
Thus from this if the iterated corrector is convergent and
the non-zero roots are controlling the error a P(2C)^'^^
implementation should be ejected to be more stable than a
PE(C2)™ implementation as the roots of its characteristic
equation will be closer to the roots of the iterated
corrector.
One example of a predictor-corrector method which is
2
more stable in a P(EC) implementation than in a PE(CE)
implementation is a method using the predictor
(6-2)

= 77^-1 - ^^n-2

and the corrector
(P)
p 17f(vyn
a^

(6.6)

+

- 33f<V2'yii-2'
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Figure 3. PE(CE)

*

\

y-

'i
''h^
-1

Figure i|..

P(EC)

.
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By the us© of equation (1.13) and equation (3.28) it
follows that for a P(EC)2 iinplementation, assuming H is
sufficiently small,
SP(H) —

-3 4-

%

H -v-0(H'=^).

For the PE(GE) implementation, using equation (2.21}.)
and assuming that H is sufficiently small,
/ . A__
_._,2
' 8 . ( E ) = - 3 + 1 2 ^ E 4.0(2'"),
Ç

fJSBl

The root-locus plot for the PÉ(CE) implementation is
given in Figure

for the P(EC) method see Figure 6, and

a root-locus plot for the iterated corrector is given in'
Figure ?.

r
Figure 5. ?E(CE)
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-1
Figure 6. P(EC)^

Figure 7.

Iterated o-orrector
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The apparent reason for the belief that P(EC

methods

do not ooB^are favorably with PE(CE)^ methods from the
standpoint of stability is a paper by Brown, Riley, and
Bennett (1) in which root-locus plots are given for methods
using an Adams-Bashforth predictor and an Adams-Moulton
corrector for lc"= Ii. and various values of m. For such
methods a. P(EG)"^ implementation does not compar© favorably
with a PE(CE)^ implementation. Observe from the root-locus
plots for such methods as given in Appendix A that the
stability region is limited by the rapid growth of those
roots of the characteristic equation which are approaching
zero as ÏÏ approaches zero. The explanation of this rapid
growth is the ill-conditioning of the characteristic equation
with respect to the root zero due to the multiplicity of the
root. For such methods in a PE(CE)^ implementation zero is
a root of multiplicity k-1 and for a P(EC)^ implementation
zero is a root of multiplicity 2k-l.
At this point one might ask if there is anything that
can be done about the multiplicity of the root at zero for
either a PE(CE)'^ or a P(EC)^ implementation. In the case
of a PE(CE)^ implementation as H approaches zero the charac
teristic equation approaches a(r) = 0 and so one can rid
oneself of multiple roots at zero simply by choosing the
corrector coefficients so that a'(0)^ 0. In the case of a
P(EC)^ iinplementation as H approaches zero the characteristic

.
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equation approaches the equation r^a(r)=• 0, so generally
zero will be a root of multiplicity p, p>k» However it
is possible to reduce the effect of the multiple root at
zero by choosing the predictor and corrector coefficients
appropriately in order to change the form of the character
istic equation (3.20). To illustrate this consider the
case k = 3 using the predictor
(6.7)

=y

i=l

i=l

with a£, b£, bg, and b^ given as in (6.1) so that (6.7) is
of order 3 for arbitrary a'^ and a^. The corrector to be
used is
3

(6.8)

+h
i-1

i=l

with
a^ — 1 - ag - a^ ,
^0 = 9 - *2 ,
sr-

b^ = 8a^ 4- 13^2
ni:

'

^2 = 32a^ 4' 13^2
211

and

b^ % 8a^ —

+1
21).

so that (6.8) is of order ï\. for arbitrary a^ and ay
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The characteristic equation for a P(EO) method using
these is given by (3.20) with m -1 and k.« 3 and may be
written in the form
.3-1
(a^ + bQÏÏa'l" 4- Hbpr

(6.9) P^ir,B) = r^
/.

k

,,

it

o"* 1. iS-

v^'-N 3

+(b2a'^-aj^b'j+bj^aj-a,b^+b2a2-agbpr®
*(^3*'2r82^3^^2*3"*3^2)^ + (b^aya^b^)
If one now sets the coefficients of the constant and linear
p
terms in (6.9) equal to zero (6.9) is of the form r Q(r,H)
where Q(r,H) is a polynomial of degree Ip in r. Observe in
this form the two zeros at r = 0 have no effect on the error
^(m)
n
for

2:^0 as may be seen from the form of the solution
in terms of the roots of the characteristic equation

as given by equation (3.21). Thus for H = 0, the root zero
still has a multiplicity p, p> 3* but the characteristic
equation will no longer be ill-conditioned with respect to
this root. The equations necessary to put (6.9) in the form
r%(r,H) are inconsistent so "the best one can do is set the
coefficient of r and the constant term equal to zero in (6.9),
Solving these equations one obtains, the conditions
^2 ~

lOag 4- iSa,

i:_

)'2 4" 2a^ + 1

^

+ ^a^ - 5)
(.8.2

- l)(Sa^ + 8-2 + l)

6i|.

If in addition to this one reqiiires that a(0) ^ 0 there is
only one root 82^(E) of (6.9) approaching zero as H approaches
zero. By the method of tindetermined coefficients it follows
that for H sufficiently small
= 0 4- H 9-82

(9 - ^

-

_

w

"^•2^

276a3

J

By ©xpQpimQntlng it was found that
ag =

-V O(H^)

= +0.6I|. and

yields the largest region of absolute stability

ifhile maintaining a region of relative stability for H<0.
For such a choice of a.y P^(r,0) = 0 has roots of absolute
values 0, +0.8, and 1. The root-locus plot for such an
in^lementation is given in Figure 8.
s^CH)
i
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In recent papers by ICLopfenstein and Crane (9) and by
Klôpfôûstein and Millmmi (10) the qtuestioa of how doss one
obtain a predictor-corrector method with the largest possi
ble region of absolute stability for a given implementation
has been studied. The. method consisted of fixing the correct
or to be the Adams-Moulton corrector and then using a
gradient technique to select n. best possible predictor, The
methods obtained and the root-locus plots are given in
Appendix A, algorithm 2 and algorithm 3-

Observe from a

coit^arison of root-locus plots the method derived above has
a larger region of absolute stability than does the method
derived by KLopfenstein and Millman (10), algorithm 3 in
Appendix A.
An area for future study might be to fix the predictor
according to some criterion (such as the one above) and
apply a.gradient technique to choose the best possible
corrector to give the largest possible region of absolute
stability.
Another area where more investigation might be fruit
ful is in a further stability analysis of the generalized
predictor-corrector methods. The methods as given in
Appendix B have been chosen to be of order 2k+l and zero
stable. One should be able to reduce the order and use the
resulting free parameters so as to extend the region of
stability.
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APPENDIX A
In this appendix root-locus plots are given for some
predictor-corrector algorithms using PB(CE)^ and P(EC)^
implementations with various values of m.In the figures a circle denotes a positive root, a
square denotes a negative root, and a triangle a complex
pair. ,
Algorithm 1 (Adams-Moulton)
SSVl - S9yn-2 + 37?n-3 "
Xp)'

K"' ' +

'

-'
- '
- 5yn.2 + l7n-3

The root-locus plots for the various implementations
are given in Figures 9-13.
Algorithm 2 (Klopfenstein and Crane)

i-1

i=l

9f(x^,y(p))4.19f(%^_l,y(:j)
^n" " ^n-l + h
•m

(c)

h-3'Jn-3
•>C'
^1 = 1.2476520

^1 = 2.0022470

4 = -1.8672030

^2 =

i:'
*3 = 2.0172040

"3 =

-2.0316900
1.8186090

-0.6973230

ii

where

-0.7143200
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The root-locus plot for this method, designed to have
the largest possible region of absolute stability in
'a PE(CE) implementation,is• given in Figure ll|..
Algorithm 3 (Klopfenstein and Millman)
y^p)= palritl +
i=l

where
iC-

^1 - -0.29
*
^2 = -12.39
4-

12.13

2.27
6.62
^3" 13.91
0.69

The root-locus plot for this method, designed to have
the largest possible region of absolute stability in
a P(EC) implementation, is given in Figure 1^.
Algorithm ij. (Milne)
4'''= iFn-k + W
-^-4-2 +
I

_

f

4°' = 1711-2 + I 4^'' + ^vi +1V2
The root-locus plots for the various implementations
are given in Figures 16-20.
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Algorithm. 5 (Stetter-Milne)
yi®'
*• aiij'si'CVi'ya-i) +
'n =
.(c) _ T„(c)
'n = iyà-2 + I f(Xa'yl*')+ kf(Xa_l'3i!Î)+f(%n-2'yi-2
The root-locus'plot for a PE(CE) implementation of this
algorithm is given in Figure 21.

Figure 9. Algorithm 1 PE(CE)
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(4^^(H)|

l-> H
Figure 10. Algorithm 1 P(EC)
t^2)(E)

Figure 11. Algorithm 1 PE(CE)'
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Figure 12. Algorithm 1 P(EC)^

1.0

-2

Figure 13. Algorithm 1 Iterated corrector

Ik

1.0

-1

Figure ll|.. Algorithm 2 PE(GE)
(1)

Figure 1^. Algorithm 3 P(EC)

1$

/
i—'—

Figure 16. Algoritlm ij. PE(CE)
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Figure I7.

Algorithm ij. P(EC)
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1.0

-2

-1

Figure 18. Algorithm ij. PE(CE)^

1.0

l—> H
-2

-1

Figure 19. Algorithm Ij. P(EC)^
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1.0

-1

Figure 20. Algorithm i|. Iterated corrector

1.0

WH
-1

Figure 21.

Algorithm 5 PE(CE)
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APPENDIX B
In this appendix root-locus plots are given for some
generalized predictor-corrector algorithms for "both a
GPO and a SG-PC implementation.
In the figures a circle denotes a positive root, a
square denotes a negative root, and a triangle denotes a
coc^lex pair of roots.
Algorithm 1

II

^n-îg^ Vl
Vl

4. h

y(c) =
4- h
Vl
•^n
S

+^(Vi'yn-;

The root-locus plot for a GPG implementation is in
Figure 22 and for a SG-PC implementation in Figure 23.
Algorithm 2
+ 3f(V2'yn-2'

^n-Ji = yn-2 + I
= l(23v, - 23y„.2)
-

- 26f(V2'yn-2']

4°' = ^'32y„., - y„.2)
+ isf(vyn®'' +i2f'vi'yn-i) - ^•'V2'V2']
The root locus plot for a G-PC implementation is given
in Figure 2i{. and for a SG-PC in Figure 2$. •

t)
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Algorithm 3
= T&r '
Î25

20Qya_2 + iSSy^.j)

4h

* 3°0f(^_2.Tn.2)

m

* i).5f(V3.7„.3)
,(p) =
'n
" 1392f(%b_i,ya_i)
"Ac

- 2130f(x^_2^y^_2) - 309f(x^_^,y^_^)
.(c) = 1
Sl7
4-

- 132ya_2 "

h 230k£U^.,j^_xJ + i|.6^f(x^,y^P^)
3553

- 39f(%a-3'?n-3)
The root-locus plot for a GPC implementation is in
Figure 26 and the root-locus plot for a SGPC in^le'
mentation is in Figure 2?.
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1.0

Figure 22. Algorithm 1 GPG

1.0

Figure 23. Algorithm 1 SGPC
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S, (H)

^1.0

Figure 21^., Algorithm 2 GPC
s.(H)

Figure 25.

Algorithm 2 SG-PC
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Figure 26. Algorithm 3 GPO

1.0

Figure 2?.

Algorithm 3 SGPC

